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ABSTRACT

With a specially designed experiment it 1s shown that the absence of chargmg
often observed with materials of low specific conductlvlty IS due to photoconductlon
These results lead to a preparation techmque which reduces chargmg to an almost
neghglble extent
INTRODUCTION

In a preceding paper1 we dlscussed a method which IS of great help if one wants
to detect whether or not a solid sample m an XPS experiment 1scharged This method IS
based on the measurement of lme posltlons as a function of the angle 0, defined as the
angle between the normal to the sampIe surface and the dlrectlon of the analyser
(Fig 1) While practlsmg this method, which we call RDOLP (rotational dependence
of line position), we found that most organrc and even many morgamc materials are
Analyser Posltion

Flgure 1 Schematlcal drawmg of the experunental set-up and defimtlon of the rotation angle 0
Figure 2 Defimtlon of the currents 11, 12, 13
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charged less than 0 1 V if the sample 1s prepared as follows A metalhc sample holder
with a ctrcular cavity of 8 mm diameter and 1 mm depth 1s used The powdered
sample IS filled mto the cavity and slightly pressed down If necessary, a small amount
of solvent 1sused to obtain sufficient sohdlficatlon The metallic surface of the sample
holder outslde the cavity 1skept thoroughly clean When such a sample 1slocated at the
measurmg posltlon the whole sample surface and also some part of the surrounding
metal 1s lllummated by the X-ray beam (Illummated area about 12 mm diameter m
the Leybold-Heraeus
LHS 10 instrument)
In this paper we shall show that the absence of charging widely observed for
this type of sample 1s mamly the result of photoconductlon
Photoconductlon
has
always been consldered as one of the most important dechargmg mechanxsms’ - lo
but until now only a few papers have dealt with this subject m detail’, 3 and the
results obtained are contradictory
We shall also discuss some further well known
aspects of charging m connection with photoconductlon
BASIC

CONSIDERATIONS

Today it 1s generally accepted that the surface potential of a non-conductmg
sample m an ESCA experiment 1s determined by three different currents” (Fig 2),
I1 arlsmg from photoelectrons leaving the sample, I2 resulting mainly from secondary
electrons commg to the sample surface from different sources, and I3 representing a
possible flow of charge between the sample surface and sample holder If Ij 1s too
small to compensate any deficiency of charge at the sample surface, the potential of
the surface may be different from the potential of the sample holder
Followmg the work of Ascarelh and Missom2, we know that for isolated
metallic samples a current I, of ca lo-’ A 1s necessary to establish the equlhbrmm
between sample surface and sample holder Takmg mto account the lower emlsslon
rate of non-metallic
samples, we come to the followmg estlmatlon
for a sample
thicker than 0 1 mm and a charging potential of less than IO V, the contrlbutlon
of
bulk conductivity
to I3 IS not sufficient to establish the equlhbrmm between sample
surface and sample holder if the specific conductlvlty of the sample material IS smaller
than lo-”
cm-’
R-’
Such values are, however, not unusual Most of the orgamc
and morgamc materials we usually call “msulators”
have specific conductlvltles
lower than 10-l’ cm-’ 0-l
From the fact that many of these materials remam uncharged under the
experimental condltlons described above, we have to conclude that other contnbutlons to I3 must be Important As mentioned above photoconduction has often been
considered as a possible contrlbutlon to I,, but experimental results concerning this
subJect are very few and also contradictory
Ebel and Ebe13, for example, state that
they have directly measured the current between two electrodes mounted on a glass
surface under X-ray u-radlatlon as a function of X-ray intensity They quote a value
which 1s of the order of lo-’ A under the X-ray condltlons usual for an ESCA expen-
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ment In contrast to this Ascarelh and Mlsson12 have reported results gamed with a
special experimental set-up, m which a symmetrical potential of & 20 V IS applied
parallel to the surface Owing to the fact that m this experiment the applied potential
had hardly any effect on the observed PE lrnes, Ascarelll and Mlssom concluded that
photoconductlon does not make a srgnrficant contrlbutlon to the setting of the surface
potential
To obtam a better insight of the Importance of photoconductlon, we designed
the experiment described m the next sectlon
EXPERIMENTAL

SET-UP

AND

RESULTS

If photoconductlon
IS responsible for the dechargmg of a given sample,
charging should be observed only if the mner area of the sample surface 1s lllummated-and
not the sample-metal interface We therefore mvestlgated samples of the
followmg type (Fig 3) A shield made from copper foil was mounted about 1 mm
above the sample holder Two shields with holes of 6 mm and 4 4 mm diameter,
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respectively, were used With this set-up, only the inner part of the sample surface
was Irradiated by X-rays
As a testing materral we used sulphur (S,) for two reasons firstly sulphur 1s
known to be a very good msulator (r~ = lo- I* cm- ’ Sz- I) for which bulk conductlvlty
can be neglected without doubt Secondly, sulphur slowly evaporates m the high
vacuum of the sample chamber forming thm layers of sulphlde on the surrounding
metal surfaces, especially on the copper shield As the copper shield was In electrical
contact with the sample rod to avoid disturbance of outgomg electrons the S2p slgnal of CuS provided us with a non-rotatlonal dependent standard
I‘
In Fig 4 spectra obtained from one of the shielded samples are shown as an
example The lme posltlons have been evaluated from the measured spectra using
either a DuPont curve resolver or a numerical deconvolutlon programme”
In Fig 5
the lme positions are plotted as a function of the rotation angle f3 If the whole sample
surface and the metallic surroundmg 1s lllummated by the X-ray beam as m the
unshielded sample, the lme posltlons are completely mdependent of 0, showing that
the sample surface IS uncharged, wlthm the lrmlts of experlmental error In the same
way the S2plmes of the copper sulphlde formed on the surface of the shield do not show
any 6Jdependance However, for the shielded samples the 2p lines of the sulphur
Contrary to the fact that charging has been found’
itself show well resolved RDOLPs
to be always posltlve for unshielded samples m the region -20”
< 8 < 50” the
shielded samples show negative chargmg for f3 > 15 o and 0 2 25 *, respectively The
maximum shift to higher bmdmg energies 1s larger for the sample with the small
hole (4 mm o d ) than for the sample with the larger hole For 0 = - 10” the electrons
emitted from the sample with the larger hole show the same kmetlc energy as those
emitted from the unshielded sample At about this angle the mclmed incidence of the
beam leads to an lllummatlon of the metal-sample interface
DISCUSSION

The experiment described here clearly shows the importance of photoconduction as a dechargmg mechanism If the lllummated part of the sample surface
1s completely separated from the sample-metal interface by an umllummated zone,
chargmg 1s observed for a sample like sulphur Only if at least parts of the sample
metal interface are lllummated does charging dlmmlsh
The experimental results also show that, even under lrradlatlon, there 1s no
conduction through the bulk for a sample of such a low conductlvlty If the thickness
of the sample 1s of the order of 1 mm This 1sto be expected smce It 1s known that the
penetration depth 1s only a few pm for Al or Mg Kct radiation The unimportance of
bulk conductivity and also of normal surface conductivity, which might have been
considered as another possible contrlbutlon to I,, 1sconfirmed by the influence of the
different shleldmgs
As has been seen, the amplitude of the RDOLP
curve, which 1s a rough
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measure for the absolute amount of positive charging’, 1s larger the smaller the hole
m the shielding IS This 1s due to the interference of I1 and Iz For the shlelded samples
the mam source of secondary electrons 1s the metallic shielding itself which 1s partly
n-radiated by the X-rays If for a fixed angle 8 the hole gets smaller, the penetration
of the charging potential to the space outside the shleldmg where the secondary
electrons are created becomes smaller and, therefore, I2 becomes smaller as well If
the other possible sources of charge flow to the surface, like bulk conductlvlty or
surface conductivity, through the umllummated surface are neghgrble, a smaller Iz
must lead to larger posltlve charging This 1s m accordance with the fact that the
RDOLP curve of the shielded sample with the smaller hole lies at higher bmdmg
energies than the curve of the sample with the larger hole m the shreldmg (see Fig 5)
This 1s true for all angles 13except 8 = - 10” when the metal-sample interface 1s
lllummated
The change from positive to negative charging already mentioned can also be
explained by taking mto account the 8 dependance of the ratio 1J1, 0 angles of 40”
and 50” lead to an increasing lllummated area of the shielding and simultaneously to
a decreasing lllummatlon of the sample Itself This 1s due to the geometrical condltlons
of the spectrometer As a consequence, the ratlo Iz/l, becomes greater with mcreasmg
8 and at an angle 8’, determined by the geometry of the sample, charging becomes
negative These results also throw some lrght on problems which may occur m connection with flood-guns The metallic stieldmg wrthits high emlsslon rate for secondary
electrons may be compared to the effect of a flood-gun Under such condltlons,
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negative chargng may be observed and hence It 1s not always possible to correlate the
lowest bmdmg energy obtained with the uncharged sample, as it 1s sometlmes done
while usmg a flood-gun
The results of our experiment which prove the Importance of photoconductlon
for dechargmg also lead to a better understanding of some other observations made m
connection with charging
(1) It IS well known that chargmg mainly depends on sample preparation and,
especially, on the size of the sample This 1s not surprising If conductlon 1s restricted
to the lllummate+‘d region of the surface
(11) Little line-broadening
ansmg from dlfferentlal charging 1s usually observed
with charged samples Differential chargmg IS important only for very particular
sample matenals, where the sample 1s prepared m a special way’ 3 From this, one can
deduce that m most cases the potential 1s quite homogeneous
wlthrn the lllummated
surface area* However, with the Hewlett-Packard
instrument, msulators can hardly
be measured without the use of a flood-gun
In this instrument a monochromator
1s used and the integrated X-ray flux IS strongly reduced owing to the ehmmatlon
of bremsstrahlungln
(111) Some authors have reported that charging can be reduced or avoided if
the sample 1s lllummated by visible or near-UV light’- “7 I5 This IS an addltlonal
hmt to the importance of photoconductlon
However, from our experience we would
expect that the influence of a second hght source should only be observed If the
interface between sample surface and grounded metaIhc sample holder 1snot lllummated by the X-ray beam
(iv) It 1s well known that thm films prepared on a metallic sample holder by
evaporation or from solution show less charging than thicker samples In most cases
such a method of preparation leads to small islands and we believe that It 1s mainly
the good contact between the surface of these islands and the metal of the sample holder
which 1s responsible for the reduction of charging
CONCLUSIONS

For sulphur and many other materials photoconduction
1s strong enough
under X-ray n-radlatlon to prevent samples from being charged In order to apply
these results to the measurement of msulatmg samples by XPS one has to ensure that
the surface-area of the sample from which the measured electrons are emitted and the
sample-metal interface are m good mechamcal contact and lllummated by the X-ray
beam From our experience only very few materials like, for example, MgO or LIF,
show charging rf samples are prepared m this manner

* A detalled dtscusslon of the currents Involved m the settmg of the surface potential will be
gwen m “Berlchte der Bunsengesellschaft”
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